In his proof, which is essentially a verification, Roth derives some interesting but unnecessary information. Here I present a proof which is shorter, direct, and leads naturally to a more general result involving three matrices.
The essential step in my proof is the observation that if ^4 is a nonsingular matrix and M is a matrix of rank 1, then \a + m\ = \a\ +£a,-where T^A< is a sum of n determinants, each consisting oi n -1 columns of A and one column of M. This follows from the fact that, M being of rank 1, any two columns of M are linearly dependent. where each determinant A< has m-1 columns chosen from x27 -AB and one column from A -B. It is observed that the terms of x E^. contain only odd powers of x. Thus, in either case, |x27-AB\ is equal to the even part of | xI-A \ \ xI+B \. Now
and the even part is ( -)n[a0 (x2) Proof. We have (xl -Ai)(xl -A2)(xl -At) = x'l -AiAiAt -x(xH -K).
If P=P = Owehave P= |s/-,4,| |*/-i4,| \xI-At\ -| **/ -iM**i| .
If xH-K is of rank 1 for all x, we have P = \x*I -^2-431 -*I>.-.
where each determinant A,-, since it consists of n -1 columns of x3I -A\A%A3 and 1 column of xH-K, expands into a polynomial each term of which involves x to the power 3k or 3^ + 1 for some integer k. Now x yiA.-is a polynomial, each term of which involves x to a power 3k + l or 3k + 2. Thus, in either case, \x3I -^4i^42^43| is equal to the sum of the terms of \xl-Ai\ \xl-A2\ \xl -A$\ which involve powers of x3. Ii we pick out these terms and replace x3 by x the result follows. Reference W. E. Roth, On the characteristic polynomial of the product of two matrices, Proc.
Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 5 (1954) pp. 1-3.
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